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Abstract—A current trend in spectrum regulation is to in-
corporate spectrum sharing through the design of spectrum
access rules that support Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA). This
paper develops a decision-theoretic framework for regulators
to assess the impacts of different spectrum access rules on
both primary and secondary operators. We analyze access rules
based on sensing and exclusion areas, which in practice can be
enforced through geolocation databases. Our results show that
receiver-only sensing provides insufficient protection for primary
and co-existing secondary users and overall low social welfare.
On the other hand, using combining sensing information of
the transmitter and receiver of a communication link provides
dramatic increases in system performance. The performance of
using these link end points is relatively close to that of using many
cooperative sensing nodes associated to the same access point and
large link exclusion areas. These results are useful to regulators
and network developers in understanding in developing rules for
future DSA regulation.

I. Introduction

Recent trends in regulatory paradigms have been shifting
from the traditional command and control model of spectrum
management to one of shared use through Dynamic Spectrum
Access (DSA) [1–3]. Both the Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) and Ofcom have released initial regulation for
unlicensed used of TV white space devices, and the FCC, in
a recent Notice of Inquiry (NOI), is requesting information
on the viability of DSA techniques [3]. In this effort, the
FCC seeks to understand how spectrum access rules based on
spectrum sensing and geolocation databases can be useful in
providing secondary operators with opportunistic access while
protecting primary users from harmful interference.

Our paper applies decision theory to analyze the impact
of different shared use spectrum access rules. This decision
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analysis provides regulators with a methodology to evaluate
spectrum access rules based on the resulting utility to the
various constituencies that are vying for spectrum. Our first
contribution in this study is a multi-attribute utility model for
evaluating spectrum access rules. This multi-attribute utility
model is based on the fundamental objectives of primary and
secondary operators deploying DSA. Through the Analytical
Hierarchy Process (AHP) [4], we weight the relative impor-
tance between objectives, using input from experts in network
performance. In our second contribution, we propose and
evaluate nine spectrum access rules based on spectrum sensing
and geolocation databases. Here, we simulate a scenario in
which a primary operator shares spectrum with a secondary
operator. The results of the simulation are then evaluated
through our multi-attribute utility model and we calculate the
utility of each rule.

Our paper is organized as follows. Section II defines the
anatomy of a spectrum access rule R. Section III describes the
decision analytic framework. In this section, we propose an ob-
jective hierarchy, develop the multi-attribute utility model, and
identify nine spectrum access rules that we set out to evaluate
in the ensuing analysis. Section IV presents our system model,
simulation scenario, and the specific implementation of our
utility model. In Section V, we present the resulting utilities
from our simulation using the multi-attribute utility model. We
conclude this paper, in Section VI, with the summary of our
results and a discussion future work.

II. Spectrum Access Rules

Recent regulations in [1] and [2] for DSA describe the set
of underlying behaviors (sub-rules) that DSA radios use to
opportunistically access primary spectrum. These regulations
can be categorized into three sub-rules: exclusion (E), channel
assignment (A), and power and transmission control (P).
Thus, when a DSA radio accesses the spectral medium it uses
the spectrum access rule defined by the triplet R = {E,A,P}.

The exclusion sub-rule E dictates which channels are avail-
able. This sub-rule has the objective of preventing harmful
interference to primary users. Exclusion sub-rules determine
that channels currently occupied by primary users must be
avoided by secondary users. They also determine how this



interference avoidance is to be accomplished, e.g., through
spectrum sensing, or geolocation databases. A survey on
spectrum sensing is presented in [5]. Additional rules for
exclusion also considered by regulators support the adoption of
cooperative sensing for determining channel availability [2, 3].
A survey of cooperative sensing techniques and their tradeoffs
has been captured in [6].

The channel assignment sub-rule A determines which chan-
nels can be used for opportunistic communications, a subset of
the channels not excluded by E. Regulation in [1] and [2] does
not specify channel selection algorithms; however, it suggests
that device manufacturers could use sensing information to
select the best channel. If multiple secondary operators or
devices seek to simultaneously use common spectra, efficient
channel assignment will be important for maximizing channel
reuse. A comparison of different channel assignment tech-
niques for DSA has been examined in [7].

The power and transmission control sub-rule P dictates the
maximum allowable power limits, transmit mask and tech-
niques for minimizing power and interference. Power control
is necessary in DSA applications to minimize interference
among co-channel and adjacent channel users. These rules
include maximum transmit power and Out of Band Emission
(OOBE) requirements such as adjacent channel attenuation
or Block Edge Mask (BEM) specifications. Power and trans-
mission sub-rules can also work in tandem with exclusion
sub-rules. For instance, the transmit power limits set by a
BEM may take into account what systems currently operate
in adjacent bands. Additionally, the maximum power limits
of the secondary transmitters can also be reduced depending
on the proximity to exclusion areas. Power control etiquette
schemes have been proposed in [8, 9].

III. Decision Analysis

In this section, we apply techniques from decision theory
to explore regulators’ objectives in setting spectrum access
rules. In any decision process, there are objectives that the
decision maker wishes to accomplish when selecting among
alternatives. These objectives can be expressed as utility func-
tions, which are used to evaluate the alternatives and make
the final decision. In our formulation, distinct spectrum access
rules are represented as alternatives available to the regulator,
the decision maker, who must select the set of rules that
maximizes a defined measure of social welfare.

A. Objective Hierarchy

The first and most fundamental objective of regulators is
to enable telecommunications that are in the best interest
of the public [1, 2]. In the context we consider here, this
goal implies that regulators seek to create spectrum access
rules as a means to support new and improved wireless
services. Through spectrum access rules, regulators seek to
maximize the spectrum efficiency of underutilized bands by
accomplishing two sub-objectives: (1) minimizing harmful
interference to primary operators’ service; and (2) maximizing
the utility of DSA spectrum for secondary operators. Managing

the tradeoffs between these two sub-objectives is the main
challenge regulators face in evaluating spectrum access rules.
Ideally, spectrum access rules would allow for maximum
secondary usage without creating any harmful interference to
primary users.

We equate maximizing secondary operator utility with max-
imizing service revenue. This perspective is intuitive because
customers demonstrate utility by paying for services. If sec-
ondary operators cannot provide suitable services with DSA
spectrum, customers will not use these services. Maximizing
revenue is captured in two sub-objectives: (1) maximizing
service volume; and (2) minimizing customer churn. Maximiz-
ing service volume equates to supporting the highest volume
of calls or data as possible. Customer churn is defined as
the percentage of the customer base that leaves the service
provider annually, usually as a result of service issues such
as dropped or blocked calls [10–12]. When several secondary
competitive operators share the DSA spectrum simultaneously,
competition for resources could result in dropping existing
service requests or blocking future attempts. Therefore, we
express customer churn as a function of dropped or blocked
services.

B. Utility Model

Generically, a multi-attribute utility model can be expressed
as:

u(x1, x2, . . . , xn) =
n∑

i=1

wiui(xi), (1)

where xi is the measure for attribute i = 1, . . . , n, ui(·)
is a single-attribute utility measure for attribute i scaled in
the interval [0,1], and wi is the weight for measure i, with∑

i wi = 1 [13]. Weights represent the perceived importance of
a specific utility attribute.

Our multi-attribute utility model for evaluating spectrum
access rules, derived from the objective hierarchy, is given
by the following equation:

uregulator =

Primary Operator Utility︷     ︸︸     ︷
w1up−drop

+

Secondary Operator Utility︷                                                  ︸︸                                                  ︷
w2[ v1us−bits︸   ︷︷   ︸

Service Volume

+ v2(z1us−drop + z2us−block)︸                         ︷︷                         ︸
Customer Churn

] . (2)

The utility up−drop represents the total utility for primary
operators and is based on the service losses due to harmful
secondary interference. The secondary operator utility is based
on service volume and customer churn. Service volume is
represented through the utility us−bits. Customer churn is rep-
resented through the two utility functions us−drop and us−block,
which consider the proportions of dropped and blocked service
attempts, respectively. Weights wi, vi, and zi represent the
relative importance between primary and secondary operators’
utilities, service volume and customer churn, and drops and
blocks, respectively. As in most policy considerations, relative
weights are subjective and must be determined with appropri-
ate input from stakeholders.



The values of the wi reflect the relative importance the reg-
ulator attaches to services provided by primary and secondary
operators. As primary user protection and prioritization is
already reflected in the spectrum access rules (Section II), our
study is agnostic on the type of service provided by primary
and secondary operators and thus we set wi = w = 0.5. This
value selection reflects that secondary service and primary ser-
vice are equally valued. In other applications, the service value
between primary and secondary service could be examined
from a monetary or social benefit point of view to determine
weights.

Determining the value of vi and zi should be driven by
the perspective of network operators who provide secondary
services. We obtain values of vi and zi through a technique
known as Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) [4]. Using
AHP, we interviewed two experts to perform pairwise com-
parisons between attributes of relevance to secondary operator
performance in a DSA environment 1. After determining
which attribute is more important, the more important attribute
receives a score from 1-9, with 1 indicating that the two
attributes are equally important. These pairwise comparisons
are placed in matrix A, with a ji = 1/ai j, where each row
and column represents a specific attribute. Using the following
equation:

Aw = λmaxw, (3)

and solving for λmax, the principal eigenvalue of A, and w, the
principal right eigenvector of A, we can normalize the entries
of w by dividing by their sum and recover the weighted values
for our utility function.

We repeated the above process twice, with inputs from our
interviews with two experts in cellular network performance
and obtained two perspectives for the weights vi and zi.
We asked each expert to compare the relative importance of
minimizing customer churn versus maximizing service volume
and minimizing session blocks versus minimizing session
drops. The results of the interview are placed in a comparison
matrix, from which the principal eigenvector is calculated. The
results from this calculation and resulting weight values are
shown in Table I. From Table I, we note that Expert A views
existing service requests as more important than new service
requests, whereas Expert B views new and existing service
requests as equivalent.

C. Evaluated Spectrum Access Rules

In this study, we consider the intent of the FCC rules in
[1, 16] and focus on channel exclusion techniques that consider
energy detection thresholds and a geolocation database that
defines exclusion areas. For power control, we propose an
adaptive power control algorithm to minimize co-channel
interference and conserve transmit power based on [17].

While more sophisticated spectrum sensing techniques exist,
our evaluation considers spectrum sensing based on energy

1While in this paper we only examine only two viewpoints, we also note
that group decision making and viewpoint aggregation has also been studied
in [14, 15].

Expert A Blocks Drops zi
Blocks 1.00 1/6 0.14
Drops 6.00 1.00 0.86

Expert A Max Service Min Churn vi
Max Service 1.00 1/5 0.17

Min Churn 5.00 1.00 0.83

Expert B Max Service Min Churn vi
Max Service 1.00 1/7 0.12

Min Churn 7.00 1.00 0.88

TABLE I
Pairwise comparison matrices derived from expert interviews and utility
model weights for zi and vi. Blocks and drops for Expert B are not captured

since zi = z = 0.5.

detection. Through energy detection, a channel c is deemed
available if the receiver of link i measures the received power
to be below the detection threshold α, denoted as I(c)

i < α.
Our study uses a detection threshold of α = -107 dBm as
indicated in [1]. Using sensing information, our work consid-
ers the channel assignment sub-rule through Least Interfering
Channel (LIC) assignment, where the LIC is determined by
the minc I(c)

i . We also consider additional exclusion rules using
cooperative sensing with hard combining. In hard combining,
a channel is determined to be available if a certain proportion
of the receivers detect power on the channel to be below the
detection threshold.

Like the ruling in [1], we define channel exclusion through
exclusion areas to protect primary operators from secondary
interference. Secondary links in this exclusion model are not
provided with protection areas and accept interference from
one another. We consider exclusion areas surrounding primary
links as disks of radius di,i, where di, j is the Euclidean distance
between the transmitter of link i and receiver of link j. If
primary link i is using channel c, secondary link j is permitted
to use channel c if d j,i > di,i and di, j > di,i. The distance di,i

can also be extended by additional factors. In our study, we
define the exclusion areas such that d j,i > κdi,i, with κ ≥ 1 and
we explore values κ ∈ {1, 1.5, 2, 2.5}.

Power control is necessary in DSA applications to minimize
interference among co-channel links. Additionally, changing
network conditions require adjusting transmit power to main-
tain the requisite link Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio
(SINR). Thus, we consider dynamic power control for primary
and secondary users such that all links on channel c, Lc,
iteratively adjust their transmit power according to:

pi (k + 1) = min
(
pmax,

β

γi
pi (k)

)
, (4)

where k is the iteration number, pi is the power of transmitter i,
and γi is the SINR of link i. Foschini in [17] demonstrated that
when transmitters use equation (4) to adjust their power levels,
the transmit powers of the links will converge exponentially
to an optimal power assignment. In our case, optimal power
assignment means using only the amount of power necessary
to maintain requisite link SINR. If the link cannot maintain
an SINR of at least β without the transmit power of the



Sensing Additional Channel Exclusion
Rule 1 Receiver Only None
Rule 2 Receiver and Transmitter None
Rule 3 Cooperative Hard Combining Ratio = .25
Rule 4 Cooperative Hard Combining Ratio = .5
Rule 5 Cooperative Hard Combining Ratio = 1
Rule 6 Receiver Only Exclusion space factor = 1
Rule 7 Receiver Only Exclusion space factor= 1.5
Rule 8 Receiver Only Exclusion space factor= 2
Rule 9 Receiver Only Exclusion space factor= 2.5

TABLE II
Spectrum access rules for simulations. Rules use α = −107 dBm and Least

Interfering Channel for channel assignment.

link exceeding maximum transmit power, pmax, the link is
infeasible and the power of the link is set to zero. Table
II summarizes the list of the spectrum access rules that we
consider in this study.

IV. SystemModel and Simulation Scenario

In this section we introduce our system model, our sim-
ulation scenario, and our derivations of the utility functions.
We adopt the SINR model for defining interference between
co-channel links and determine which links are feasible. The
simulation scenario defines how primary and secondary users
share spectrum. This section closes with a description of how
the utilities defined in Equation (2) are calculated from the
simulation scenarios.

A. System Model

We define a set of frequency channels C and a set of commu-
nication links L. Each link i ∈ L comprises a transmitter and
receiver, which seek to establish a wireless communications
link using a channel c ∈ C. All c ∈ C have a bandwidth of W.
Given a set of communications links operating on a channel c,
Lc, the SINR of the receiver of link i ∈ Lc, γ(c)

i , is determined
by:

γ(c)
i =

gii pi

No + I(c)
i

, (5)

where g ji is the gain between the transmitter of link j and the
receiver of link i. The variable pi denotes the power of the
transmitting node of link i, and No the thermal noise. I(c)

i is
the interference power at the receiver of link i, expressed as:

I(c)
i =

∑
j∈Lc, j,i

g ji p j. (6)

In this system model, a feasible link is a link whose receiver
SINR, γi, is above a threshold β. We define a session as a
pair of unidirectional links between communicating nodes and
denote γi as the SINR of the uplink and γ̂i as the SINR of the
downlink. A session is feasible if and only if the pair of links
are both feasible, i.e., γi ≥ β and γ̂i ≥ β.

B. Simulation Scenario

In our simulation, we consider a scenario in which a set of
primary and secondary operators share a set of channels, C.
Each operator comprises a set of access points and correspond-
ing users associated with each access point. Access points are
assumed to have established a control channel to coordinate
channel assignment with the users. The simulation randomly

places four primary and four secondary operator access points,
each with twenty users surrounding the associated access
points, in a square simulation area (1000m x 1000m). After
placement of the access points, users for each access point
are randomly and uniformly placed within a distance Dmax =

700m from their respective access point. We assume a noise
floor (No) of -110 dBm, pre f = pmax = 1W, path loss factor of
4, and independent Rayleigh fading. To show a lower bound
in our given scenario, our simulation considers a worst case
scenario, where every link carries traffic and attempts to be in
service simultaneously.

Initially, primary users are allowed to establish sessions
with their corresponding access points using non-interfering
channels c ∈ C. Following primary users, secondary sessions
attempt to be admitted into the network individually and at
random. Admission of secondary links begins by determining
channel availability using exclusion sub-rule E, followed by
the channel assignment sub-ruleA, and then the power control
and transmission sub-rule P. In our scenario, we use each of
the exclusion rules defined in Table II followed by LIC for
channel assignment. We also assume that nodes are capable of
perfect spectrum sensing and there exists a common control
channel for exchange of sensing information. After channel
assignment of link i to channel c (the LIC of the receiver)
power control is initiated by the transmitter of secondary link i
with initial power parameter pre f . Links in Lc then adjust their
transmit power using equation (4), until the power settings of
Lc converge. The simulation time T is determined by using the
simulation time step when link admission converges (no more
links can be admitted) or when all links are attempted at least
once, whichever comes last. Determining T in this manner
was done to allow every link to be attempted and simulations
to converge.

C. Utility Derivations

The utility up−drop is used to measure the primary service
losses from harmful secondary interference. When secondary
links are admitted, they may cause other sessions to become
infeasible (harmful interference) through lowering the SINR
of the co-channel links below β. If the transmitters of those
links cannot maintain an SINR of β without exceeding pmax,
those links will drop. Thus, up−drop is a linear utility function
that is zero if all sessions are dropped during T and reaches
a value of 1 if no primary sessions are dropped.

Similarly, the utility function us−drop is based on the number
of dropped sessions for the secondary operators in the same
manner. However, in this case the linearly decreasing function
reaches zero when the percentage of secondary session drops
reaches 4.5% [18]. We use 4.5% as an expected worst case.
Thus, us−drop is a linear utility function that is one if no
secondary sessions are dropped and zero if more than 4.5%
links are dropped.

To develop us−bits, the utility for the attribute bit volume,
we examine secondary link feasibility over a time period T .
This is a linear utility function that is zero if no secondary
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Fig. 1. Utility comparison of spectrum access rules using attribute weights
from Expert A. Rule 10 shows the utopia point for perspective.

sessions are feasible and reaches a value of 1 if all possible
secondary session are feasible during time period T .

The utility us−block represents the measure of blocked sec-
ondary session admissions. During admission, secondary users
can be blocked for two reasons. First, the channel could be
unavailable because of exclusion, i.e., the spectrum access sub-
rule E prevents the channel from being used. Second, the
requisite SINR of the link may not be reached because of
excessive co-channel interference. This linear utility function
is zero if all secondary links are blocked and reaches a value
of 1 if no links are blocked.

V. Results

Figures 1 and 2 show the resulting utility for attribute
weights from Expert A and Expert B, respectively. Rule
10 represents the utopia point, the maximum utility due to
each attribute if there were no conflicts between primary
and secondary user objectives. The most salient feature in
both Figures 1 and 2 is the poorest performing rule, Rule
1. Placing this in context, Rule 1’s exclusion sub-rules are
based only on receiver sensing, i.e. channels are available if
the measured power is below a detection threshold. The poor
performance is due to two reasons. First, Rule 1 provides
insufficient protection for primary users, causing a relatively
large proportion of primary sessions to drop, i.e. low utility
for up−drop . Second, Rule 1 also causes many secondary links
to drop, i.e. low utility for us−drop. Thus, Rule 1, the receiver-
only sensing exclusion sub-rule, provides the least amount of
utility for primary and secondary operators, at the expense of
admitting a large number of new sessions.

Figures 1 and 2 show that Rules 2, 5, and 9 result in the
highest overall utilities. Rule 2 and Rule 5 both use cooperative
sensing by hard combining. Rule 2 requires the transmitter
of the link to sense the LIC of the receiver to be below the
detection threshold. Compared to receiver-only sensing, this is
a dramatic improvement in providing protection from harmful
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Fig. 2. Utility comparison of spectrum access rules using attribute weights
from Expert B. Rule 10 shows the utopia point for perspective.

interference to both primary and secondary users, i.e. high
us−drop and up−drop. Rule 5 only allows channels to be available
if all users associated to the same access point sense the LIC
of the receiver to be below the detection threshold, providing
the best protection for primary and secondary users, i.e. us−drop

and up−drop. However, Rule 5 provides very little throughput
for secondary users, i.e. low us−bits and low us−block, by being
overly conservative about opportunistic use. Rule 9 provides
the largest exclusion regions, allowing for significant amount
of protection for primary users through preventing secondary
use. In summary, based on the two weighted values from
Experts A and B, Rules 2, 5, and 9 have nearly equivalent
overall utilities. It is also evident that as secondary users
are less restricted and achieve higher us−bits and us−block, they
can cause more service drops to both primary and secondary
users and thus lower overall utilities. This phenomenon is
magnified in the utility function since throughput, us−bits , is
less important in the perspective of both experts.

We next examine the causes of blocking. Figure 3 shows
the cumulative number of blocks for each rule during the
simulation and classifies them according to the cause of
session blocking. An SINR Block is a session block caused
because the SINR of the link cannot be reached. SINR Blocks
are a result of limited transmitter power or high levels of
interference. Channel Access Blocks are due to the exclusion
sub-rule, preventing access to the spectrum. From Figure 3, the
rules with the highest utilities also have the highest proportions
of channel access blocks. One could also argue that Channel
Access Blocks are less expensive than SINR Blocks, in that on
the latter the transmitter must use energy and time to attempt
to access the channel.

VI. Conclusion and FutureWork

Applying decision theory, this study created a multi-attribute
utility model for evaluating different dynamic spectrum access
rules. Using this utility model, we developed a scenario for
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evaluating network performance of both secondary and pri-
mary operators and evaluated different spectrum access rules.
We considered rules based on sensing and exclusion spaces.
Our results show that as secondary users are less restricted,
they can cause service drops to both primary and secondary
users and thus overall lower utilities. Additionally, rules with
higher proportion of channel access blocks result in the largest
overall utilities.

Future work will examine the risk preferences of regulators
and secondary network operators. This paper considered risk-
neutral operators and regulators, which led us to use linear
utility functions. A new multi-attribute utility with risk-prone
or risk-averse preferences would result in convex or concave
utility functions, respectively [19]. Additionally, it is not clear
that the attributes throughput and customer churn should be
modeled as being independent. For instance, if there is no
throughput there are no drops due to the non-existence of links
performing service. Thus, investigation into a utility model
which is not utility-independent should also be examined.
In conclusion, this work provides a first look in developing
a decision analysis framework for regulators to evaluate the
technical merits of spectrum access rules.
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